Wind Turbine Retrofit
Life extension and performance boost of existing
wind farms.

®

Great at Control

Track Record
Upgrades Ready to Deploy:
Bonus/Siemens
›		Bonus B37 450 kW
›		Bonus/Siemens 1.3 MW

Mita-Teknik was founded in 1969 and have since the beginning
of the 1980’s, delivered control systems for more than 350
wind turbine prototypes. Today we have more than 60,000
control systems in operation worldwide.

Dewind

›		Dewind D4 600 kW
›		Dewind D6 1.25 MW
Fuhrländer

Wind Turbine Retrofit
Extending lifetime and boosting performance of your assets.

›		Fuhrländer FL 250 kW
›		Fuhrländer FL 600 kW
›		Fuhrländer MD7X 1.5 MW
GE

›		GE1.5 1.5 MW
Nordex/Südwind

›		Nordex N27 150 kW
›		Nordex N54 1 MW
›		Nordex N60 1.3 MW
›		Nordex S70 1.5 MW
›		Südwind N3127 270 kW
Micon/NEG Micon

The Value of Retrofit
Retrofitting older turbines with new and field-proven control
technology, including advanced new control algorithms and
intelligent SCADA solutions, can effectively increase the
turbine’s annual energy production, heighten the availability
and provide modern remote access. In combination with
renewed access to spare parts, the turbine’s lifetime can be
extended with better profitability.
All turbines ranging from kW to the MW class can benefit
from being upgraded with new technologies. No matter if it
is stall, active stall, pitch, 2 or 3 bladed turbines. Mita-Teknik’s
extensive experience and knowhow cover many of the turbines
ready for retrofit today, and as we have developed solutions
for many of these in the past - we can easily provide you with
a Retrofit solution that will increase the performance of your
turbine, and increase your earnings.

Mita-Teknik’s Retrofit Solution
We offer a comprehensive and cost-effective solution for
retrofitting older wind turbines. The Retrofit solution helps
you upgrade the control and electrical systems in your wind
turbine to new and improved systems, that are up to date
with local and market requirements. With +40 WTG designs
retrofitted, you can safely and easily upgrade and regain
maximum performance from your turbines.

Independence
With a Retrofit solution from Mita-Teknik, you will be fully
independent from the OEM. You will have access to all data
from the turbine as well as full remote control possibilities.
With the Mita-Teknik Retrofit solution, you will be able to make
changes to the software and hardware that were previously
not possible with the OEM.

›		Micon M1500 500/600 kW
›		Micon M1800 600/750 kW
›		NEG Micon NM44 600/750 kW
›		NEG Micon NM48 750 kW
›		NEG Micon NM52 900 kW
Senvion
›		Senvion MD7X 1.5 MW
›		Senvion MM82 2 MW
›		Senvion MM92 2 MW
Suzlon

›		Suzlon S33-350 350 kW
›		Suzlon S64 1.25 MW

By designing and manufacturing innovative and cost effective
products, and maximizing every link in the supply chain, we
offer open, proven, reliable and cost effective solutions that
make you more competitive.

Customer Partnering
We wish to engage in productive partnerships with our
customers to ensure their success for many years to come. We
have unparalleled experience, and we want to share this with
you. Understanding your needs is essential to us. By learning
and valuing your input, we ensure optimal performance and
earnings for you throughout your turbines’ lifetime.

Quality and Safety
Ensuring quality and safety has always been of utmost
importance for us. We work according to the ISO 9001:2015
standard, and we prioritize and incorporate safety and quality
in every aspect of our work. Our products are designed for
a minimum of 25 years of operation, and are all extensively
tested in real wind turbines to make sure they are ready for
deployment.

Tacke

The Bottom Line
The size of investment depends on the state of the turbine.
Our focus is always to reuse as much of the existing equipment
as possible, so that the investment is kept at a level where
cost, functionality and return on investment is balanced and
positive.
When retrofitting older turbines, it is of critical importance
that the new systems are fully compatible and compliant with
the environment in the wind turbine. Mita-Teknik only use
technology that has been proven through use in thousands of
wind turbines, to ensure that it runs smoothly and error free
for many years to come.

›		Tacke TW500 500 kW
›		Tacke TW600 600 kW
Vestas
›		Vestas V17 75 kW
›		Vestas V25 200 kW
›		Vestas V27 225 kW
›		Vestas V39 500 kW
›		Vestas V42 600 kW
›		Vestas V44 600 kW
›		 Vestas V47 660 kW
›		 Vestas V80 2 MW
Various
›		Autoflug A1200 1.2 MW
›		Dongfang FD77 1.5 MW
›		HSW 250 T 250 kW
›		Mitsubishi MWT-600 600 kW
›		Nordtank NTK300 300/200 kW
›		Norwin 225 225 kW
›		Sewind 1.25 MW
›		Sinovel SL1500 1.5 MW
›		Wind Master 300 kW

Global and Local Support
Our dedicated service and support teams are standing by to
offer their assistance, wherever and whenever you need it.

Retrofit
Scope of Supply
Scope of Supply
Our Retrofit solution is ideal for most wind turbines. The Scope
of Supply depends on the type of turbine and your specific needs.
Typically, we provide the following equipment and services for a
Retrofit project, and we are of course always prepared to discuss
additional options, if your project can benefit from it.

›

Engineering
Our dedicated engineering team will perform a comprehensive analysis
of your turbine in order to propose and implement the best solution.

›

Main Control System
Mita-Teknik replaces outdated control systems with a new fieldproven control system that provides extensive processing power,
full access to all operational data, easy service and complete remote
control over the Internet.

›

Turbine Application Software

The control system is loaded with our application software that
performs the control and supervision of the turbine Our open platform
software has been developed using our software experience working
with thousands of turbines. The software is designed to ensure that
the turbine is performing at its best under all conditions.

›

Our customers say we are “Great at Control”
because our track record and the experience
we have gained is incorporated into our
people, products and services.

SCADA
A major advantage of our new system is the possibility of accessing
your turbines over the Internet. Our MiScout SCADA system, provides
a complete overview of your turbine so that data, performance and
earnings can be easily downloaded, shared and monitored directly
from your home or your work desk.

›

Grid Connection System
To ensure perfect grid compliance and to protect the generator and
the mechanical parts of the turbines, Mita-Teknik use the latest in grid
connection technology. The outdated systems are retrofitted with our
patented connection module and if needed new capacitor banks, or by
using a solution that offers grid-code compliance and low voltage ride
through in areas where a weak grid is present or the utility company
has special demands.

›

Condition Monitoring
Everyone who has experienced the breakdown of a gearbox or main
bearing knows that replacing such parts is both time consuming and
costly. By installing a condition monitoring system, faults and emerging
faults can be spotted in time, avoiding major breakdowns. Mita-Teknik
retrofits existing turbines with our MiCMS Condition Monitoring System,
which monitors the vibration levels of the entire drivetrain.

›

Accessories
Mita-Teknik retrofits the sensors and electrical equipment with new
and up-to-date units that have been proven through use in thousands
of systems. We supply a full range of sensors and equipment that
cover all needs in- and outside the wind turbine.

›

Park Control
Mita-Teknik can connect turbines into a network that through input
from the utility company or other controller, regulates the production
and quality of the park output.

›

Certification
Getting a turbine recertified after a retrofit of the electrical systems is
rarely a problem, but every country/state and turbine is unique in the
way they work. If recertification is required, Mita-Teknik can assist you
in recertifying the turbine together with the relevant certification body.

›

Support and Service
Our dedicated service and support teams are standing by to help you,
wherever and whenever our help is needed. We offer different services
and packages depending on your needs.

›

Training
To ensure your success with the new systems, we offer training in the
operation and maintenance of all our systems.

Extending Lifetime & Boosting Performance
Controller Platforms

› WP100 Platform - Designed for control of small and 		
		 medium sized wind turbines. The WP100 platform comes
		 in various configurations depending on requirements.
› WP3x00 MK ll Platform - Designed to replace obsolete
WP3x00 MK l controllers, and to give our customers the
benefits of modern advanced control as well as up to date
communication interfaces and open protocols.
› WP3500 MK ll Platform - Mechanically compatible with
Cotas Control Systems for Vestas V27 to V47.
› WP4200 MK ll Platform - Offers superior performance
and is perfectly suited for use in all large on- and offshore
megawatt wind turbines.
MiScout SCADA
Our Multi Brand SCADA and Asset Management System,
MiScout, is an open, proven, and cost effective solution,
supporting +750 different turbine types. It is designed to meet
the rising demands in the industry, such as data-security and
analysis, predictive maintenance, forecasting and overall cost
optimization.

MiConnect App
MiConnect Mobile Diagnostic App is an easy to use, costefficient app that enables the user to access live controller
data. The app makes service easy, and gives you the overview
you need to ensure optimal operation and performance of your
wind turbine. MiConnect is compatible with iOS and Android
smart devices, and its many features makes it perfectly suited
for visualizing data and performing service.

Retrofitting your turbines with new and fieldproven control technology and intelligent
SCADA solutions you can effectively increase
the AEP and improve the availability.

Service App
The Service App allows you to locally or remotely connect to the
wind turbine. Using the app, you can quickly get an overview of
the status of the turbine and wirelessly perform adjustments
and diagnostics.

Retrofit V47 - Technical Overview
Mita-Teknik WP3x00

Mita-Teknik WP3x00 MK II

CPU

H8 Based

ARM Cortex™- A8
720 MHz

Higher performance enabling low-level calculations
and advanced turbine control.

Flash Disk

Up to 2MByte Internal with
battery backup

512 MByte internal, external up to
2 TByte, no batteries needed

More space for production and other data. No
exchange of batteries needed.

Expansion Options

Limited due to rack

Additional free I/O and
expandable via external modules

More I/O options added. Communication and I/O
can be extended externally for future upgrades, like
e.g. power converter and oil surveillance etc.

Communication

Serial up to 38400 bps over
RS232, Fiber and ArcNet

Up to 1Gb Ethernet copper or
fiber, CAN(1Mbit ) and Serial up
to 230.4 kBaud

Faster and more versatile communications using
modern standards and multi connectivity.

Display

Alphanumeric

Graphical Touch

Better overview for owner and service personnel.

Control SW

Std. OEM Control

Modern Advanced Control

Stable and high production with advanced
temperature and air pressure based torque control.
More effective over speed prevention and yaw
control.

O/S

None

Multitasking WP1x0 OS

Enables more logging and additional programs like
e.g. protocols and site-specific controls without
affecting the basic turbine software.

Service Functions

Local via display

Remote and Local

Service functions are available via PC, iPad and
display over wired and wireless options.

Hardware

Retrofit V47

Software

Maximize energy output and extend turbine lifetime.

V47 Retrofit at a Glance
Introducing the WP3500 controller retrofit that offers a safe
and effective way of upgrading the Vestas V47-660 kW control
platform to modern standards. The kit features plug-andplay installation with minimal downtime, optimized O&M, full
remote control, full data access and options to increase the
annual output using advanced control and Vestas PowerPlus™
technology.
Developed in cooperation with Vestas, and using the latest stateof-the-art software and hardware innovations, the system is
designed for life extension and quick return on investment with
low initial investment, low operational costs and maximum
performance.

Modern Technology
The retrofit utilizes the high performance WP3500 controller
platform, which is also used for new multi MW turbines. This
enables existing V47-660 kW turbines to benefit from the
latest hardware and software innovations.
The retrofit adds advanced aerodynamic control algorithms
in order to ensure higher availability and a more smooth and
effective control.
Park control, remote control, service and access to data is also
up-to-date with Internet enabled access via 3G/4G and DSL
connections.

Key Benefits:

External Communication and Options

›		Increased AEP:

Remote Control and Support

Local via display
Limited remote via telecom

Natively Supported

Remote firmware and parameter upload, remote
display, and multiple concurrent user support.

		
Uprate to 710 kW and increase stop wind to 28 m/s
		 using Vestas PowerPlusTM technology.

Data Access

Limited

Multiple Options

		 Easy to upgrade, access to spare parts, reduced
		 O&M, increased AEP and business case certainty.

Multiple concurrent access to all available turbine
data over open protocols like e.g.: OPC DA,
MODBUS TCP, OpenMPP, IEC61400-25 MMS, Txt/
Excel files etc.

3G/4G & DSL Connectivity

PSTN

Multiple Options

Enables always-online fast, reliable and cost
effective communication over 3G/4G & DSL lines.

Condition Monitoring

Not available

Optional

Full drivetrain surveillance including main bearing,
gearbox and generator bearings. Services include
installation, surveillance, basic and experts
reporting.

SCADA

WPMS/Gateway

Multiple Options

Access to all data and remote start/stop via multiple SCADA solutions like e.g.:
- Direct access to controller web interfaces
- MiScout Enterprise
- Miscout Cloud
- MiConnect App Diagnostic Tool
- Integration into 3rd party via data access protocols

Park Control

Master Turbine and
IC500 Park Master

Multiple Options

Full park control inclusive:
- Start/stop control
- Park Power regulation
- CosPhi Park regulation
- Utility interfaces/protocols
- Substation control

›		Lifetime Extension:

›		Improved O&M Efficiency:

		 Remote and local service with intuitive service
		
tools and preventive maintenance functions.
		
Up to 5 years guarantee on parts.

›		Higher Availability:

		 Preventive maintenance functions and extended
		 operational temperature range etc.

›		Easy Installation:

		 VMP3500 plug compatible and only 1 day of 		
		 expected turbine downtime for installation.

›		Full Data Access:

		 Full access to all operational data using modern
		 communication standards and formats.

›		Remote Control:

		 Turbines can be remotely parameterized, operated
		 and power controlled over the Internet or via an
		 optional park control system.

Retrofit V47

Easy Installation & Minimal Downtime
WP3500 Controller - Tower

1

›
›
›

WP3500 plug-and-play base controller
Touch graphic display in cabinet door
New soft grid connection module

2

›
›
›

WP3500 plug-and-play top controller
New fiber optic downtower cable
New accurate yaw positioning system

3

›
›
›

Increased AEP and reduced O&M costs
Low initial investment
Fast return of investment

4

›
›

Certified by Vestas
Certified by DNV-GL

WP3500 Controller - Base

WP3500 Controller - Tower

Diagnostic tool - MiConnect App
MiScout SCADA

WP3500 Controller - Base

Enhanced Service Application

Easy Installation
To minimize risk and reduce installation time, the V47-660
kW retrofit is designed to be plug compatible with the original
Cotas VMP3500 controller system. The system comes with
a step-by-step installation manual that ensures minimal
downtime for the asset.

Power Uprate
By optimizing the utilization of available load margin at the specific

Prepared for the Future
The V47-660 kW Retrofit system is fully prepared for easy
hardware and software extensions, as well as interfacing to
new sensors and e.g. power inverters for future grid compliance
or regulations. This allows upgrading the solution according to
changes in market parameters.

Full Remote Control & Data Access

Maximum Availability

The Retrofit solution enables full remote control and fast
access to all operational data over modern protocols within a
single turbine as well as in complete parks.

The V47-660 kW Retrofit has been designed for maximum
availability and outstanding performance according to
standards used in offshore wind. The system operates at
extended temperature range, making it possible to operate
the turbine for longer in both hot and cold climates without
having to rely on external heating/cooling systems. The
system proactively monitors system components in order to
issue warnings so that problems can be detected and solved
before breakdowns occur.

Tasks that previously required on-site presence can now be
performed remotely. For multiple turbines, centralized Park
Power Management with interfaces to utilities and advanced
start/stop and power regulation is available.

Vestas PowerPlus™ is an upgrade dedicated to improve the
performance of existing wind power plants. By optimizing turbine
control parameters and aerodynamic performance, the power
production of the V47-660 kW wind turbines can be enhanced in
two ways;

site, the V47-660 kW can be uprated up to 710 kW nominally equal
to maximum 4.5% more Annual Energy Production (AEP)*.
Extended Cut Out
Extended cut out allows capturing the full potential of strong
winds. Depending on specific conditions at the site, the cut out and
re-cut in wind speeds can be extended up to 28 m/s resulting in an
increase of AEP by up to 1.1%*.

Site mean wind
speed
Original
Uprate 710 kW

AEP [MWh] *) Typical
6 m/s

7 m/s

8,5 m/s

10 m/s

1370

1891

2597

3153

1393

1939

2693

3295

1,7%

2,6%

3,7%

4,5%

›		Up to 4,5% more energy from same asset
›		710 kW nominal power boost
* The applicability of Power Uprate, Extended Cut-Out and actual AEP gain depends on
turbine and site conditions evaluated using DNV-certified Vestas proprietary software.
PowerPlus™ is a registered trademark of Vestas Wind Systems.

Extended Cut Out

Designed for minimum 20 years of operation, improved access to
spare parts and options to increase availability, power output and
guarantee up to 5 years for parts, the certainty of your business
case is ensured for many years to come.

Using the joint experiences from multiple service teams, the
V47-660 kW Retrofit is optimized for quick and easy remote and
field service tasks. Local and remote access to all operational
data, operating parameters and built in component surveillance
allows teams to proactively solve problems remotely with faster
reaction times. The system uses graphical intuitive menus for
operation, as well as specific service functions that are made
available in display, service PC and on wireless devices that
allows freedom of movement inside the turbine.

Increase AEP with Vestas PowerPlus™

710 kW Uprate

Lifetime Extension
By improving spare parts availability and integrating advanced
controls that ensures a smoother turbine operation, which reduces
loads and therefore positively impacts the turbines mechanical
components, the lifetime of the asset can be greatly extended.

Improved O&M Efficiency

Site mean wind
speed

AEP [MWh] *) Typical
6 m/s

7 m/s

8,5 m/s

10 m/s

Original

1370

1891

2597

3153

Extended cut
out 28m/s

1393

1939

2602

3188

0,0%

0,0%

0,2%

1,1%

›		Up to 1,1% more energy from same asset
›		28 m/s extended cut out

The V44-600 kW is included in the field test study because of
the high degree of similarity with the V47-660 kW (i.e. same
VMP controller software) and because identical controller
upgrades and advanced algorithms are implemented. The
V44-600 kW test report is verified by using actual production
data from the past four years. The verification indicates an
improved annual energy production of 0.5%.

Excerpt from the White Paper ‘Upgrading Vestas V47-660 kW’ published in cooperation with Vestas Wind Systems.

Business Case - Vestas V47
New controller system enables increased Annual Energy Production
up to 6.1% and safe turbine lifetime extension.
Thousands of Vestas V47-660kW turbines have been installed
around the world since its introduction in 1997. With the first
turbines nearing their end of design life, a consideration that
turbine owners face is whether to continue operations.

This is enabled by cutting-edge hardware and software
innovations based on Mita-Teknik’s WP3500 MK II controller
system.

Since many turbines are in conditions that allow for safe
continued operations, turbine owners are looking for
alternatives to decommissioning that do not end their stream
of income. Operating a turbine beyond its design life imposes
new requirements for O&M and turbine control, while offering
an attractive opportunity to implement performance upgrades.

By integrating turbines in a network, operators and utility
companies can control parameters such as curtailment and
power quality. These parameters can be managed directly
via SCADA or dedicated park control systems. Remote access
to operational data and operating parameters enhances
optimization of operating expenses, for example through
enabling onsite tasks to be performed remotely.

Vestas and Mita-Teknik have developed an upgrade package
to implement the latest production enhancement innovation
to existing Vestas V47 turbines. The upgrade consists of three
components:

A uniform family of controller enables the controller upgrade
to be implemented across different turbine types. By using the
same basis, the interfaces are kept identical. The interfaces
include HMI, I/O and SCADA interfaces.

›
›
›

A hardware and software controller upgrade
Vestas PowerPlus™ performance improvements
Vestas LifePlus™ life extension solutions

Through advanced aerodynamic control algorithms and a new
yaw position sensor, the turbine can improve its wind capture.
The result is a significant increase of the annual energy
production.

The controller upgrade is expected to deliver a performance gain of
up to 2.5%, based on a combination of achieved results of controller
upgrades on Vestas turbines and preliminary test results.

Verified improvement of turbine efficiency with the new
controller upgrade

Controller upgrades enable more efficient wind resource
capture and remote operations

The indicated efficiency improvement through upgrading the
controller is based on simulated power curves. The efficiency
gains are currently being validated in field tests.

The controller system is essential to ensure efficient energy
production. Performance management is improved by
integrating single turbines into a network.

The test turbines include three V44-600 kW turbines and two
V47-660 kW turbines in Denmark.

Figure 1:

Although the data collection and fine-tuning campaigns for
the V47-660 kW are not completed, we can present indicatory
results. The specific site shows an improved annual energy
production of 2.5%.

Increase operating range with Extended Cut Out
How Vestas SiteCheck® is used to assess load margins
of existing turbines
The V47-660 kW turbines are designed for IEC-1A conditions
that include high average wind speeds (22.4 mph). However,
many V47 turbines are sited below their design conditions,
resulting in load margins. Load margins include a factor of
safety and indicate the strength of the structure compared to
the loads it is designed for. These margins can be utilized to
increase power production or extend turbine lifetime.

Extended Cut Out allows turbines to operate at wind speeds
that exceed the standard cut-out wind speed. For the Vestas
V47-660 kW the cut-out wind speed can be increased from 56
mph to 63 mph (see Figure 2), resulting in a production gain of
1.1% in IEC-1 conditions.
Figure 2:

To assess the potential of the load margins for individual
turbines, Vestas performs a detailed loads analysis. The
analysis is based on models developed in Vestas SiteCheck®
and includes a turbine-specific evaluation of loads and design
life impact. In addition, a calculation to determine the annual
energy production potential is conducted.
The Vestas SiteCheck® methods and analysis models are
validated and certified by independent certification body DNVGL in accordance with the ‘IEC 61400-1 ed. 3’ guidelines.

Enhance the nominal power with Power Uprate
Power uprating is a well-known concept in the energy industry.
The purpose of uprating is to enhance the nominal output of
power sources. Vestas developed Power Uprate to increase
the nominal power of its existing fleet and is now making it
available for Vestas V47 turbines.
Temperature management of the turbine is necessary to
implement Power Uprate without exposing the turbine and
major components to failure risk. Until now, it has not been
possible to manage temperatures in V47 turbines adequately.
Installing the controller upgrade enables the Vestas V47 to be
uprated to 710 kW with safe temperature settings and avoid
component overheating.
The nominal power of the Vestas V47 can be increased from
660 kW to 710 kW, as illustrated in Figure 1. In IEC-1 conditions
the annual energy production can be improved by 4.5%.

The availability of Vestas PowerPlus™ upgrades is depending
on site- and turbine-specific analysis.

Operate turbines beyond the design lifetime with
Vestas LifePlus™
The first Vestas V47 turbines are nearing the end of their
original design life of 20 years. Vestas is now introducing
LifePlus™ life extension solutions to this turbine. The solution
allows V47 turbines to operate beyond original design life and
fleet owners to benefit from additional years of revenue.
The evaluation of the remaining lifetime of each turbine is
based on a site-specific analysis of actual and design loads. By
using simulation models to project turbine operations beyond
the design lifetime, critical components can be monitored
and, if necessary, identified for replacement. The comparison
between actual and design loads can reveal if, and which
critical components need to be replaced to enable a lifetime
extension solution.

MD Platform - Technical Overview
Mita-Teknik WP3x00

Mita-Teknik WP3x00 MK II

CPU

H8 Based

ARM Cortex™- A8
720 MHz

Flash Disk

Up to 2MByte Internal with
battery backup

512 MByte internal, external up to More space for production and other data. No
2 TByte, no batteries needed
exchange of batteries needed.

Expansion Options

Limited due to rack

Additional free I/O and
expandable via external modules

More I/O options added. Communication and I/O
can be extended externally for future upgrades,
like e.g. power converter and oil surveillance etc.

Communication

Serial up to 38400 bps over
RS232, Fiber and ArcNet

Up to 1Gb Ethernet copper or
fiber, CAN(1Mbit ) and Serial up
to 230.4 kBaud

Faster and more versatile communications using
modern standards and multi connectivity.

Display

Alphanumeric

Graphical Touch

Better overview for owner and service personnel.

Control SW

Std. OEM Control

Modern Advanced Control

Stable and high production with advanced
temperature and air pressure based torque control.
More effective over speed prevention and yaw
control.

O/S

None

Multitasking WP1x0 OS

Enables more logging and additional programs like
e.g. protocols and site-specific controls without
affecting the basic turbine software.

Service Functions

Local via display

Remote and Local

Service functions are available via PC, iPad and
display over wired and wireless options.

Hardware

Retrofit MD Platform
Maximize energy output and extend turbine lifetime.

MD Retrofit at a Glance
Introducing the WP3x00 MK II controller retrofit that offers a
safe and effective way of upgrading the MD control platform to
modern standards. The kit features plug-and-play installation
with minimal downtime, optimized O&M, full remote control,
full data access and options to increase the annual output
using modern advanced control.
Developed in cooperation with leading service providers, and
using the latest state-of-the-art software and hardware
innovations, the system is designed for life extension and
quick return on investment with low initial investment, low
operational costs and maximum performance.

Modern Technology
The Retrofit utilizes the high performance WP3x00 MK II
controller platform, which is also used for new multi MW
turbines. This enables existing MD turbines to benefit from the
latest hardware and software innovations.
The Retrofit adds advanced aerodynamic control algorithms
in order to ensure higher availability and a more smooth and
effective control.
Park control, remote control, service and access to data is also
up-to-date with Internet enabled access via 3G/4G and DSL
connections.

Higher performance enabling low-level calculations
and advanced turbine control.

Software

Key Benefits:

External Communication and Options

›		Full MD Range Solution:

Remote Control and
Support

Local via display
Limited remote via telecom

Natively Supported

Remote firmware and parameter upload, remote
display, and multiple concurrent user support.

›		Increased AEP:

Data Access

Limited

Multiple Options

Multiple concurrent access to all available turbine
data over open protocols like e.g.: OPC DA,
MODBUS TCP, OpenMPP, IEC61400-25 MMS, Txt/
Excel files etc.

›		Lifetime Extension:

3G/4G & DSL Connectivity

PSTN

Multiple Options

		 Easy to upgrade, access to spare parts, reduced
		 O&M, and increased AEP.

Enables always-online fast, reliable and cost
effective communication over 3G/4G & DSL lines.

Condition Monitoring

Not available

Optional

		 Remote and local service with intuitive service
		
tools and preventive maintenance functions.
		 Up to 5 years guarantee on parts.

Full drivetrain surveillance including main bearing,
gearbox and generator bearings. Services include
installation, surveillance, basic and experts
reporting.

SCADA

WPMS/Gateway

Multiple Options

Access to all data and remote start/stop via multiple SCADA solutions like e.g.:
- Direct access to controller web interfaces
- MiScout Enterprise
- Miscout Cloud
- MiConnect App Diagnostic Tool
- Integration into 3rd party via data access protocols

Park Control

Master Turbine and
IC500 Park Master

Multiple Options

Full park control inclusive:
- Start/stop control
- Park Power regulation
- CosPhi Park regulation
- Utility interfaces/protocols
- Substation control

		
MD70/77, S70/S77, FD70/77 and FUH MD70/77.
		 Up to 4% more AEP using advanced modern
		 Control Technology.

›		Improved O&M Efficiency:
›		Higher Availability:

		 Preventive maintenance functions and extended
		 operational temperature range etc.

›		Easy Installation:

		 WP3x00 plug compatible and only 1 day of
		 expected turbine downtime for installation.

›		Full Data Access:

		 Full access to all operational data using modern
		 open communication standards and formats.

›		Remote Control:

		 Turbines can be remotely parameterized, operated
		 and power controlled over the Internet or via an
		 optional park control system.

MD Platform

Easy Installation & Minimal Downtime
Display
WP3x00 Controller

1

›
›

WP3x00 plug-and-play controller
Graphic touch or text display

2

›
›

WP-Line 111 or WP-Line 511
Graphic touch or text display

3

›
›
›

Increased AEP and reduced O&M costs
Low initial investment
Fast return of investment

4

›
›

Developed together with leading ISPs
Multiple installations performed

Diagnostic tool - MiConnect App
Display

MiScout SCADA

WP-Line 111 MK II

Easy Installation
To minimize risk and reduce installation time, the MD Retrofit
is designed to be plug compatible with the original WP3x00
controller system. The system comes with a step-by-step
installation manual that ensures minimal downtime for the asset.
Lifetime Extension
By improving spare parts availability and integrating advanced
controls that ensures a smoother turbine operation, which
reduces loads and therefore positively impacts the turbines
mechanical components, the lifetime of the asset can be
greatly extended.

Improved O&M Efficiency
Using the joint experiences from multiple service teams, the
MD Retrofit is optimized for quick and easy remote and field
service tasks. Local and remote access to all operational data,
operating parameters and built in component surveillance
allows teams to proactively solve problems remotely with
faster reaction times. The system uses graphical intuitive
menus for operation, as well as specific service functions
that are made available in display, service PC and on wireless
devices that allows freedom of movement inside the turbine.

Designed for minimum 20 years of operation, improved access
to spare parts and options to increase availability, power
output and guarantee up to 5 years for parts, the certainty of
your business case is ensured for many years to come.

Prepared for the Future
The MD Retrofit is fully prepared for easy hardware and
software extensions, as well as interfacing to new sensors and
e.g. power inverters for future grid compliance or regulations.
This allows upgrading the solution according to changes in
market parameters.

Full Remote Control & Data Access

Maximum Availability

The MD Retrofit solution enables full remote control and fast
access to all operational data over modern protocols within a
single turbine as well as in complete parks.

The MD Retrofit has been designed for maximum availability
and outstanding performance according to standards used in
offshore wind. The system operates at extended temperature
range, making it possible to operate the turbine for longer in
both hot and cold climates without having to rely on external
heating/cooling systems. The system proactively monitors
system components in order to issue warnings so that
problems can be detected and solved before breakdowns occur.

Tasks that previously required on-site presence can now be
performed remotely. For multiple turbines, centralized Park
Power Management with interfaces to utilities and advanced
start/stop and power regulation is available.

Increase AEP with new Advanced Control
The WP3x00 MK II MD Retrofit comes with software that uses
new modern advanced control to improve the performance of the
asset. By optimizing turbine control parameters and aerodynamic
performance, the annual power production of the MD wind
turbines can be enhanced by up to 4%*.
Optimal Year Round Production
The MD fleet was to big extent designed to work with fixed and
static parameters based on yearly “best average” values. During
the year, the content of energy in the wind varies greatly and the
fixed parameters is therefore not always optimal. The new MK II
controller dynamically calculates and applies the optimal control
parameters based on e.g. blade profiles, air density and outdoor
temperature to ensure the turbine reaches year round maximum
possible performance.
Higher Availability at Low Wind Conditions
The WP3x00 MK II uses aerodynamic tracking software that
ensures that the turbine is ready to produce and utilize maximum
performance of the blades to produce energy at low wind speeds.
The updated software also allows the turbine to stay longer grid
connected thus having more time for energy production.

*) The applicability of advanced features and actual AEP gain depends on actual turbine 		
configuration and site conditions.

Increased Sub-rated Power Production
Most of the turbines are placed in IEC class II to III sites (low to
medium average wind speed) and the MK II software is therefore
highly optimized to gain maximum energy here. By using
mechanical losses modelling, outdoor temperature and blade
aerodynamics the MK II controller dynamically adjust the torque
so that maximum power is assured without destabilizing the
rotational ability of the rotor.
Stable Rated Output with Less Loads
When the turbine reaches close to nominal power, the pitch
system needs to work fast and hard to keep the output stable.
The WP3x00 MK II utilizes advanced power control algorithms
that uses a combination of torque and pitching to keep the output
stable at rated when the wind fluctuates and internal motors and
heating/cooling systems start and stop.
Pitch movements are kept at minimum and excessive power dips
are prevented thus drivetrain loads and pitch wear and tear are
kept at a minimum.
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Vestas V44, Henry Kuhr
Case Story
Wind Turbine Retrofit - V44
On the mainland of Denmark lives wind park owner Mr. Henry
Kuhr.
Mr. Kuhr is the owner of several Vestas, V44-600 kW turbines,
originally installed in 1996 and 1997, that have been running
smoothly for many years providing green energy.
Mr. Kuhr has always been dedicated to alternative energy and
besides owning the turbines, he is also Chairman of the Board
at a local biomass power plant project.
After many years of continuous operation, the turbines
needed more and more service and care. The electrical system
in particular was malfunctioning and was becoming very
expensive to service.

Outstanding Results
After the retrofit, the turbine is now one of best performers
on site.
Mr. Kuhr now has a total overview of production, service and
the state of the turbine’s components over the Internet.
By choosing Mita-Teknik’s Retrofit solution, the turbine now
produces more power, more efficiently and with greater
control. Mr. Kuhr has regained control and is assured support,
spare parts and most importantly, he has secured his financial
stability in the future.

“I had a huge problem with one of my turbines underperforming
and it was very difficult to get hold of spare parts and to
supervise the operation. The performance went down and costs
went up, so it was only natural that I looked for ways to improve
performance.” Mr. Kuhr says.
Due to long experience in the market, Mr. Kuhr decided to
retrofit one of his turbines using the latest Mita-Teknik control
and supervision system.

“Retrofitting with Mita-Teknik has increased
earnings and improved the availability of my
V44 turbine.”
Henry Kuhr, Wind Turbine Owner

The complete control system was changed, including: main
controls, grid connection system, control software, condition
monitoring and SCADA system.

“I am seriously considering upgrading my other turbines with
the Mita-Teknik Retrofit solution before it is too late!” Mr. Kuhr
says.

Vestas V44, Heritage
Case Story
Wind Turbine Retrofit - V44
The Heritage Vestas V44 had been operated by a local utility
company since 1996, but problems with the RCC and generator
meant that the turbine was not running well, had many outages
and low availability. After several unsuccessful attempts to repair
the turbine, it was disconnected and left to sit for 2 years before
the utility decided to sell it. In January 2015, Heritage acquired the
unit.

The new solution enables Heritage to override the RCC and ‘bump
up’ power. Also, all data is now available through the SCADA
system.

Heritage completely rebuilt the hydraulics, the pitch system and
brakes. Heritage also ‘tweaked’ the original control system and did
smaller tasks such as changing fluids, rewiring and cleaning the
turbine.

“The installation went super smooth. Great documentation and
great support all the way through” says Steve Thoms, Heritage’s
Stoney Corners Wind Farm Manager, who is very happy with the
result.

After the initial efforts to get the turbine back to life, re-occurring
issues with the existing controller made Heritage look to alternative
solutions for how to control and operate it.
Issues included:

›
›
›
›
›
›

“The solution gives us opportunities. With the
retrofit in place, we can accomplish so much
more in the future.”
Steve Thoms, Wind Farm Manager

Difficulties acquiring spare parts
Random controller faults
Controller ‘overload’ – struggling to operate
No remote connection
No feasible repair options
Issues with faulty RCC unit

The Solution
Mita-Teknik supplied Heritage with the WP3500 controller Retrofit
solution, including the Service App, which is a tool designed
specifically to speed up the work tasks for service personnel doing
service and maintenance on Mita-Teknik controlled wind turbines.

Commissioning took a mere 6 hours, and was carried out by
Heritage’s own engineers with online and phone support from
Mita-Teknik.

Results
After retrofitting the V44, the turbine has been performing
with great success, with 100 % availability in May, 99,79 % in
June and 99,88 % in July.
“The solution gives us opportunities. With the retrofit in place,
we can accomplish so much more in the future” - Steve Thoms.
Heritage recently began maintenance on the V44 turbine, and
the Service App got recognized by the service team for its
functionality and high user friendliness. Steve says:
“Mita-Teknik did a great job putting the Service App together.
The layout and functionality will surely help us complete all
needed maintenance activities”

NEG Micon NM48,
RockWind Case Story
Wind Turbine Retrofit - NM48
RockWind is an American company out of Rockford, Illinois,
who specializes in purchasing, refurbishing and re-siting
decommissioned wind turbines.
RockWind’s end-customers are primarily found in the
construction, warehouse/logistic centers, education, retail malls
or manufacturing industry. It may be customers setting up new
facilities, or clients looking to make their existing facilities more
sustainable. In this specific case, the refurbished 600kW NEG
Micon NM48 turbine was erected at the new Method Products
production facility in Chicago, IL. Method is a rapidly growing
eco-friendly cleaning supply company whose products are sold
primarily through major retail outlets. This plant is one of the few
Platinum LEED certified manufacturing plants in the world using
solar, wind energy and a massive green roof.

The RockWind Solution
RockWind’s end-customer, Method, was looking for a worry free
and well managed solution that was easy to monitor and maintain.
To answer their needs, RockWind decided to replace the existing
TAC I control system in the turbine with a new WP100 Controller
from Mita-Teknik, including MiCMS Condition Monitoring and
MiScout SCADA.

Reduced carbon footprint and an ensured
steady supply of green energy for many years
to come.

With the introduction of a brand new control system, RockWind
and Method attain:

›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Full documentation
Full support
Access to spare parts
Commissioning support
5 years warranty
Predictive maintenance
24/7 monitoring

“Our customers are non-turbine specialists managing only
one or two wind turbines. They need expert support, durability
and excellent up-time without full time staff on site. The new
Internet-based controllers and CMS from Mita-Teknik fit the bill
perfectly” - Dick Johnson, President, RockWind.

Designed with the Future in Mind
Working with old reconditioned components without support
and knowledge of the cost levels of tomorrow, is high risk and
endangers the business. With the complete Retrofit solution,
Mita-Teknik and RockWind, working as a team, brought the
turbine back to life and safeguarded the asset for the future.
The complete control Retrofit and refurbishment, carried out
on the NM48, will reduce its owner’s carbon footprint and
ensure a steady supply of green energy for many years to come.

Nordex N60, JPower
Case Story
Wind Turbine Retrofit - N60
On the sloping mountain sides of Kagoshima, Japan, sits a Nordex
Wind Park owned by one of Japans largest utility companies,
JPower. One of the site’s turbines had been underperforming
for two years, until the owners decided to bring it back to life
using the Mita-Teknik Retrofit solution.
Customer Partnering
The Nordex Retrofit project was carried out as a cooperation
between JPower, Mita-Teknik and a local service provider.
Mita-Teknik delivered a complete Retrofit solution, including
the control system hardware, software and SCADA for the
Nordex turbine.
As all of Mita-Teknik’s products are open, flexible and made for
easy integration into existing setups, the service provider was
able to efficiently install the Retrofit hardware, leaving only the
software integration and field test for Mita-Teknik’s Customer
Projects Engineer.

A Successful Project
Customer Projects Engineer, John Kirk, who was responsible
for developing the software for the project, left the site in
Kagoshima with a smile on his face, as he finished the project
in time to carry out a full 24-hour test of the turbine in high
speed winds.
“It is not every day you get the opportunity to carry out such
a comprehensive test before you leave a site, so I was happy to
see the retrofitted turbine in operation in real life conditions
and to see that everything worked perfectly.” says John, who
has been doing remote follow-up support and fine-tuning of
the turbine from his desk at Mita-Teknik HQ after returning
to Denmark.
“We have actually been able to improve the performance of
the turbine and bring the availability above 99%, which is very
satisfying for all parties involved.” John concludes.

Numbers Don’t Lie
An availability rate of more than 98% and more than 800
MWh produced shortly after the retrofit, shows how much is
to be gained from this solution.
In addition to the improved production, the Retrofit solution
from Mita-Teknik also ensures the owners;

The Retrofit solution from Mita-Teknik
brought the underperforming 1.3 MW stallregulated Nordex N60 turbine back to life.

›
›
›
›
›
›

Balanced and positive ROI
Reduced O&M costs
Access to spare parts
Independence from the OEM
Full support
Proven technology

The Kagoshima Team;
Customer Projects Engineer, John Kirk with Akhito Uematsu (Wind Zero),
Hitoshi Uchiyama (NEIC-Japan) and Shigeo Hashimoto (JWind Service).

Fuhrländer MD70, GFW
Case Story
Wind Turbine Retrofit - MD70
The new WP3x00 MK ll controller was installed and tested in
the Fuhrländer MD70 turbine, which is a 1.5 MW turbine with
a rotor diameter of 70 meters. Many of the MD70 turbines in
operation today are running with outdated control systems and
electronics, and would therefore benefit from being retrofitted.
Mita-Teknik’s customer, GFW Windenergie own and operate their
own turbines, among these several MD70’s. The turbine that was
chosen for the retrofit was well known to Mita-Teknik, as it was
already equipped with the WP3x00 MK l and WP3050 displays.
”We approached GFW Windenergie to seek out the possibility to
install our new WP3x00 MK ll controller in their MD70 turbine,
as that would give us an amazing opportunity to test both the
new WP3x00 MK ll hardware, and also test various optimization
solutions on this particular platform”, says Karl Bendtsen, VP
Wind Solutions in Mita-Teknik.
The new solution for the MD70 consists of the new WP3x00
MK ll controller installed in the nacelle, and two WP4059
displays, one installed in the nacelle and one at the tower base.
The WP3x00 MK ll hardware was designed for easy plug-andplay installation, which means that it is now incredibly simple
to replace an old controller with a new and improved version.

The MD70 wind turbine platform has
successfully been retrofitted with MitaTeknik’s WP3x00 MK ll controller.

Advantages of the WP3x00 MK ll Controller:

›
›
›
›
›
›

Fast plug-and-play installation
Lower commissioning costs
More processing power to increase AEP (compared to MK l)
Grid measurement according to IEC61400-21
Fast communication via Ethernet
Supports MiConnect

”Our hardware team has really done a superb job with the
new WP3x00 MK ll. It only took us 3 hours to install the new
controller. All we had to do, hardware wise, was to disconnect
the old controller and plug in the new one. The entire running-in
was carried out in less than a week”, says Ole Binderup, Team
Lead - Controls in Mita-Teknik.
The MD70 platform is a turbine type that has been installed
extensively throughout Europe and especially China, and it is
estimated that several thousand of these units will be ready
for retrofitting in the coming years.
“The learnings from the MD70 are directly applicable to similar
turbine designs, and it gives us great confidence to know that
we have a competitive solution that can solve many future
Retrofit challenges”, Karl Bendtsen concludes.

Performance Based Financing

Duration
(Months)

As a leading supplier of high-quality Control Systems to the wind industry,
Mita-Teknik offers you a risk sharing fully financed Retrofit solution with
repayment based on the performance of the new system.
Performance Based Financing
Making wind competitive is at the heart of what we do in MitaTeknik and something we passionately pursue every day. From
experience gained from having installed more than 60,000
systems around the world, we have developed our high-quality
high-performance Retrofit solutions, which allow you to safely
and easily upgrade and regain maximum performance from
your turbines.
We understand that as an asset owner you need to balance the
benefits from upgrading your system with risks, cash flow and
opportunities for financing the upgrade. As we strongly believe
in our solutions, we offer you:

› A performance based financing solution where Mita-Teknik
		 shares the investment and performance risk with you
› A fully-financed solution securing you a positive net
		 income every month from day one
› A complete range of add-on solutions and services 		
		 tailored to your needs and with monthly payments – 		
		 either as part of the Retrofit concept or separately
Protect your investment by partnering with Mita-Teknik to
bring your turbines back online - improved and ready for
tomorrow’s challenges and earnings.

Higher Return with Low Risk
Knowing that improved performance and higher return is
at the core of an upgraded solution, Mita-Teknik offers a
performance based financing solution, which provides you the
following benefits:

›
›

Improved cash flow as no initial investment is needed
Reduced operating costs as the initial price for the
		 Retrofit solution is reduced by up to 20%
› Improved annual profitability from your turbine as the
		 performance based payment can be up to five years
		 depending on the size and scope of your project
› Secured net benefits as increased repayment to Mita		 Teknik only applies where you have achieved additional
		performance
› No interest risk as the solution is interest free
At Mita-Teknik, we strongly believe in our solutions – a
statement we are willing to commit to!

Performance Based

Cumulative Cash Flow

Cash + IIR

Add-on Services & Solutions
Mita-Teknik offers a range of add-on solutions and services to
further enhance the benefits you can achieve from our Retrofit
solution. As an alternative to buying these add-on solutions,
they can be included in the financed solution or they can be
rented with monthly payments. This provides you maximum
flexibility and allows you to allocate your costs over a longer
period.

Customer Case Study
Retrofit solution with total price of 55,000 EUR:
Mita-Teknik reduced the price with 20% to share the
investment risk with the customer, thus the investment is
reduced to 44,000 EUR. The solution provides the customer
with a 2.5% increase in AEP and is financed over a 5 year period
with the opportunity to anytime get out of the contract due to
e.g. turbine is sold. With the Mita-Teknik performance based
financing, no upfront payment is needed
.

The reduced investment of 44,000 EUR is allocated interest
free over 36 months. A performance payment of 10% of the
additional AEP is charged from month 4 to 60.
The performance based financing provides the customer with
positive cash flow from day 1, with significantly lower risk as no
upfront investment is needed and the increased repayment is
dependent on actual increased AEP of the system.
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